This paper deals with the question of conditional sampling and prediction for the class of stationary max-stable processes which allow for a mixed moving maxima representation. We develop an exact procedure for conditional sampling using the Poisson point process structure of such processes. For explicit calculations we restrict ourselves to the one-dimensional case and use a finite number of shape functions satisfying some regularity conditions. For more general shape functions approximation techniques are presented. Our algorithm is applied to the Gaussian extreme value process and the BrownResnick process. Finally, we compare our computational results to other approaches.
Introduction
Over the last decades, several models for max-stable processes have been developed and applied, including times series models and stochastically continuous processes. In view of the wide range of potential applications of max-stable processes for modelling extreme events, the question of prediction and conditional sampling arises. Davis and Resnick ([5] , [6] ) proposed prediction procedures for time series which basically aim to minimize a suitable distance between observation and prediction. Further approaches for time series or random fields have been rare for a long time, apart from a few exceptions. Cooley et al. [3] introduced an approximation of the conditional density. Recently, Wang and Stoev [22] proposed an exact and efficient algorithm for conditional sampling for max-linear models where Y j are independent Fréchet random variables. Dombry et al. [8] presented an algorithm for conditional simulation of Brown-Resnick processes based on more general results on conditional distributions of max-stable processes given in [7] .
Here, we will consider stationary max-stable processes with standard Fréchet margins that allow for a mixed moving maxima representation (see, for instance, [17] , [20] ). Let (Ω, F , P) be a probability space and F : (Ω, F ) → (G, G) be a random function such that E( R d F (x) dx) = 1. We assume that G is a countable set of measurable functions f : R d → [0, ∞) and G = 2 G . Then, we consider the stationary max-stable process
where Π is a Poisson point process on S = R d × (0, ∞) × G with intensity measure 2) and P F is the probability measure belonging to F . We aim to sample from the conditional distribution of Z given Z(t 1 ), . . . , Z(t n ) for fixed t 1 , . . . , t n ∈ R d . As Z is entirely determined by the Poisson point process Π, we analyse the distribution of Π given some values of Z. The idea to use a Poisson point process structure for calculating conditional distributions has already been implemented in the case of a bivariate min-stable random vector [23] . A very general Poisson point process approach was recently used by [7] yielding formulae for conditional distributions in terms of the exponent measure. Some of these results are independently found here, as well.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we introduce a random partition of Π into three measurable point processes. This partition allows to focus on the critical points of Π which determine Z(t 1 ), . . . , Z(t n ). Similarly to [22] and [7] , we will call realisations of these point configuration scenarios and figure out the conditional distribution of these scenarios coping with the problem that we work on events of probability zero (Section 3). In Section 4, the conditional distribution of Π is calculated explicitly for the case d = 1 and some regularity assumptions on a finite number of random shape functions. In Section 5, the results are applied to the Gaussian extreme value process [19] and compared to other algorithms. Section 6 deals with an approximation procedure in the case of a countable and uncountable number of random shape functions. A prominent example, the Brown-Resnick process [1] , is the matter of a comparison study for different algorithms in Section 7. In the last section, we give a brief overview of the results for a discrete mixed moving maxima process restricted to pZ d .
By construction K t,z is a disjoint union of I A (z), A ∈ 2 {1,...,n} \ ∅. To proof the measurability of these restrictions of Π to the intersection sets, let C be the σ-algebra on R Proposition 2.1. Let t 1 , . . . , t n ∈ R d be fixed.
The mapping
2. Let A ∈ 2 {1,...,n} \ ∅ and B ⊂ S a bounded Borel set. Then, |Π ∩ I A (Z(t)) ∩ B| is a random variable.
3. Π 1 , Π 2 and Π 3 are point processes.
Proof.
1. It suffices to verify that Ψ −1 (C s1,...,sm ( m i=1 (a i , b i ))) is measurable for any s j ∈ R d , a j < b j ∈ R, j = 1, . . . , m, m ∈ N. We have
× (q 1 , q 2 ) × {f }.
As each f ∈ G is measurable, sets of the type {t ∈ R d : f (t i − t) ∈ B} are measurable for any B ∈ B. Therefore, Ψ −1 (C s1,...,sm (
2. We consider {ω : |Π ∩ I A (Z(t)) ∩ B| = k}
By the first part of this proposition, Ψ is a measurable mapping and we get that {ω : |Π ∩ I A (Z(t)) ∩ B| = k} is measurable.
3. For any bounded Borel set B ⊂ S the second part of this proposition yields that |Π 1 ∩ B| = 0, |Π 2 ∩ B| = A∈2 {1,...,n} \∅ |Π ∩ I A (Z(t)) ∩ B| and |Π 3 ∩ B| = |Π ∩ B| − |Π 2 ∩ B| are measurable. Thus, Π 1 , Π 2 and Π 3 are point processes ( [4] , Cor. 6.1.IV).
Blurred sets, scenarios and limit considerations
This section mainly deals with the analysis of the distribution of the set of critical points, Π 2 . As this set has the intensity measure zero conditional on an event Z(t) = z of probability zero, this distribution cannot be calculated straightforward. We need to borrow arguments from martingale theory, taking limits of probabilities conditional on the observations being in small intervals containing z. By this condition, the set of critical points gets blurred. We distinguish between different scenarios denoting which points influence the different observations. Using general bounds for the rate of convergence of the intensity of these sets, we can prove that each observation is generated by exactly one point of Π (Proposition 3.1), which restricts the number of scenarios that occur with positive probability. According to the blurred sets the scenarios get blurred, as well. The blurred scenarios are not exactly the same as the scenarios conditional on blurred observations, but much more tractable. However, it can be shown that both events asymptotically yield the same conditional probability (Theorem 3.1). Based on these considerations, the independence of Π 1 , Π 2 and Π 3 conditional on Z(t) is shown (Theorem 3.2). This allows us to simulate Π 2 and Π 3 independently. Furthermore, Π 3 turns out to be easily simulated (Theorem 3.2).
Let
Then, {F m } m∈N is a filtration and
Then, we have A m (z) m→∞ −→ {z} monotonically and {ω ∈ Ω :
These definitions imply that
We call these sets the blurred sets belonging to Z(t) conditional on Z(t) ∈ A m (z). This notation is due to the fact that we have
Furthermore, as
we get that
Thus, we obtain
In particular, for fixed z ∈ (0, ∞) n , the point process Π\(K
Based on these blurred sets, we define the blurred intersection sets
We note that K (m) t,z can be written as a disjoint union of I (m)
Lemma 3.1. For any A ∈ 2 {1,...,n} \ ∅ and z > 0 we have Λ I (m)
where Λ(·) is given by (1.2).
Proof. It suffices to show that
By a straightforward computation we get
Using the fact that lim m→∞ jm(zi) 2 m = z i , the assertion of the Lemma follows.
In Section 4, a more precise notion about the speed of convergence of 2 −m j m (z i ) → z i will be useful. Lemma 3.2. For any ε > 0, with probability one we have
Proof. We present the proof of the first assertion. The second one can be shown analogously. For the first assertion it suffices to show that lim inf
Let a ∈ 0, 1 2 and m ∈ N large enough such that
Then, we have
where we used the fact that 1 − exp(−x) ≤ x for all x > 0. Employing (3.3), we get for a = C2 −mε with C > 0 and m large enough that
Therefore, the probabilities above are summable with respect to m and the BorelCantelli lemma yields
for any C > 0. This completes the proof. Now, we relate the points in K (m) t,z to the corresponding "blurred" intersection sets by introducing disjoint "blurred" scenarios
with {n A , A ∈ 2 {1,...,n} \ ∅} ∈ N 1 where
Thus, we have
and the union is obviously disjoint. In the same way, dropping the (m) in the definition, we specify scenarios E {nA} (z).
Now, we show that
To this end, we first verify that, with probability one, Π 2 has no points which can be removed without any effect on Z(t). We consider scenarios E {nA} (Z(t)) with {n A } ∈ N 2 . Here, N 2 is the ensemble of all sets {n A , A ∈ 2 {1,...,n} \ ∅} such that there exists some A * ∈ 2 {1,...,n} \ ∅ with
and {n * A } ∈ N 1 . Thus, {n A } ∈ N 2 if and only if E {nA} (Z(t)) remains an allowable scenario after removing one point. Lemma 3.3. With probability one, we have
Proof. By Lévy's "Upward" Theorem (see [16] , Thm. 50.3), we a.s. have
it suffices to show the equation be the set of all {n A } ∈ N 2 with n * A * = n A * − 1. Then, for fixed m ∈ N, the left-hand side of (3.4) is less than or equal to
where we imbedded N 2,A * into N 1 by identifying {n A } with the corresponding {n * A }. By Lemma 3.1, we get equality (3.4), i.e. the first assertion of the lemma. Furthermore,
t,z contains points which can be removed without affecting Z(t) ∈ A m (z). This is,
Thus, the second assertion of this lemma is verified.
The following proposition is also stated in a more general setting in [7] , Prop. 2.2.
Proposition 3.1. For any fixed t 1 , . . . , t n ∈ R d we have
Proof. It suffices to show P(|Π ∩ K ti,Z(ti) | ≥ 2) = 0 for all i ∈ {1, . . . , n}. Now, let i ∈ {1, . . . , n} be fixed. Then, conditioning on Z(t i ) only, we get
for almost every z > 0 by Lemma 3.3. This yields the desired result. Proposition 3.1 ensures that almost surely one of the scenarios E {nA} (z) with A: i∈A n A = 1 for all i ∈ {1, . . . , n} occurs.
Theorem 3.1. With probability 1 we have
for any B j ⊂ S, r j ∈ N, j ∈ {1, . . . , l}.
Proof.
1. Again, Lévy's "Upward" Theorem ( [16] , Thm. 50.3) yields
with probability 1. It remains to verify
To this end, we consider the symmetric difference ∆ m of the events E {nA} (Z(t)) and E {nA} (Z(t)). Note that any element of ∆ m satisfies |Π ∩ K 
tj,Z(tj ) ). As this set vanishes for any Z(t) > 0 as m → ∞, we get that
for any A ∈ 2 {1,...,n} \ ∅, and therefore
This yields
A (Z(t))| = 0 using dominated convergence and the fact that
Therefore, we have
for any A ∈ 2 {1,...,n} \ ∅ and almost all z > 0. All in all, we end up with
by (3.6) and by the second part of Lemma 3.3. Thus, we get (3.5) which completes the proof.
Then, each of the events
Therefore, for any r 1 , . . . , r k , r k+1 , . . . , r l ∈ N, we have
by the second part of Lemma 3.3. This verifies the assertion.
These results enable us to show the independence of Π 1 , Π 2 and Π 3 conditional on Z(t) and to calculate the conditional distribution of Π 3 . Similar results can be found in [7] , Thm. 3.1, obtained by a different approach.
Theorem 3.2.
1. With probability 1 the point processes Π 1 , Π 2 and Π 3 conditional on Z(t) are stochastically independent.
2. The process Π 3 | Z(t) = z has the same distribution as Π \ (K t,z ∪ K t,z ) with probability 1.
1. Since Π 1 = ∅ a.s., we only have to show the independence of Π 2 and
The second part of Theorem 3.1 yields
where we use the same arguments as before.
2. For any sets B 1 , . . . , B l ∈ B d × (B ∩ (0, ∞)) × G and r 1 , . . . , r l ∈ N 0 , the second part of Theorem 3.1 implies
Here, we use that the process Π \ (K
) is independent of the event Z(t) ∈ A m (z) and the fact that we have a monotone limit. This completes the proof.
By the second part of Theorem 3.2 the process Π 3 | Z(t) = z can be easily simulated by unconditionally simulating Π and restricting it to
At the end of this section we note that there exists a more general version of Theorem 3.1 which we will need for simulation. Let
A } (z) are defined. Then, in exactly the same way as Theorem 3.1 the following theorem can be shown. Theorem 3.3. With probability 1 we have
The remainder of the paper will address the problem of simulating Π 2 | Z(t) = z. We propose a procedure consisting of two steps. First, we draw a scenario E {nA} (Z(t)) conditional on Z(t) = z. Then, the points of Π 2 corresponding to this scenario are simulated.
Calculations in the case of a finite number of shape functions
As shown in Section 3, all we need for calculating P(E {nA} (Z(t)) | Z(t) = z) is the exact asymptotic behaviour of Λ(I (m) A (z)). In particular, we have to analyze the behaviour of the intersection of two curves K ti,zi+δi ∩ K tj,zj +δj for |δ i |, |δ j | small. Explicit calculations turn out to be quite involved. Therefore, we restrict ourselves to A ) cannot be determined exactly. Nevertheless, the conditional probability of any scenario can be calculated (Theorem 4.1).
First we assume that G is a finite space of functions f : R → (0, ∞) such that the intersections
are finite for all c > 0, t 0 ∈ R, f ∈ G. This implies that each set
Furthermore, let f be continuously differentiable in a neighbourhood of t 1 −t 0 and t 2 −t 0 with
Proof. We note that (t 0 , y 0 , f ) satisfies the equation
Then, H(0, t 0 ) = 0 and
due to (4.2). The implicit function theorem yields the existence of a neighbourhood V of 0 and a continuously differentiable function h : V → R such that H(δ, h(δ)) = 0. Using the notation (t δ , y δ , f ) = I {1,2} (z + δ) we get h(δ) = t δ and the equality
As h is continuously differentiable, we obtain t 0 − t δ ∈ O(||δ||), and a Taylor expansion
Let g(t) = f (t − t 0 ). Thus, using (4.3), t δ is given implicitly by
which implies the explicit representation
Plugging in (4.4) into (4.3) yields
As f and δ → t δ = h(δ) are C 1 -functions, all the terms o(||δ||) are continuously differentiable for small ||δ||. Therefore, the mapping
is continuously differentiable near the origin. Calculating the partial derivatives explicitly we obtain
As det(DΦ(0)) = 0, the inverse function theorem allows to regard Φ as a diffeomorphism restricted to an appropriate neighbourhood of 0. Thus, considering the transformed Poisson point processΠ = (s,u)∈Π δ (s,u −1 ) on R × (0, ∞) whose intensity measure is the Lebesgue measure, we get
We note that the term o(1) is continuous w.r.t. δ and therefore the integrands can be locally bounded by 1/y 2 0
from below, and by 1/y 2 0
with m large enough and an appropriate sequence (ε m ) m∈N with ε m ց 0. This implies that the integral has the form
which is the desired result.
f (t2−t0) = y 0 we get that the equality
holds if and only if
i.e. if and only if the two sets of admissible points, K t1,z1 and K t2,z2 , are tangents to each other in (t 0 , y 0 , f ) which is an event of probability zero by Assumption (4.1). Therefore, (4.2) is satisfied a.s.
2. If I {1,2} (z) consists of a finite number of points,
0 , y
we get
Let f : R → (0, ∞) be continuously differentiable in a neighbourhood of t 1 −t 0 , . . . , t l −t 0 with (4.2). Then, we have
For any C > 0, ε > 0, there exists m C,ε ∈ N such that
for all m ≥ m C,ε .
Proof. The first assertion follows immediately from Proposition 4.1 by the fact that
t2,z2 .
In order to verify the second assertion, we recall results from the proof of Proposition 4.1: we showed the existence of a C 1 -function (δ 1 , δ 2 ) → t δ1δ2 defined in an appropriate neighbourhood V of (0, 0) such that
Now, we consider the C 1 -functions
As H i (0, 0, 0) = 0 and
= 0, we get the existence of a continuously differentiable function h i defined on a neighbourhood of (0, 0) such that
Using Taylor expansions of g(·) = f (· − t 0 ) of first order, employing Equation (4.4), and solving Equation (4.6) yields
So, there are constants c 1,i , c 2,i such that
and |δ 2 | <
if m is sufficiently large.
By the same argumentation for all i ∈ {3, . . . , l} we get that the existence of all h i (δ 1 , δ 2 ) is ensured for
for m large enough. Furthermore, to ensure
m , we have to add the conditions |δ 1 |, |δ 2 | < C ′ 2 −m(1+ε) . With C j = max{1, 3 max i=3,...,l |c j,i |} for j = 1, 2, this yields
where we use the same argumentation as in the proof of Proposition 4.1. This completes the proof.
Remark 4.2. We note that Proposition 4.2 does not provide exact asymptotics which we need to determine P(
..,l} (z) and |I {1,...,l} (z)| > 1. However, we can get exact results by conditioning on Z(t i ) being in intervals of different size for each i ∈ {1, . . . , l} instead of Z(t i ) ∈ A m (z i ) for all i = 1, . . . , l. We will choose these intervals such that some restrictions on the intersection sets vanish asymptotically and we can resort to the results on the intersection of two curves. The calculations in the proof of Proposition 4.2 yield
m . Thus, for any ε > 0, using the same arguments as in the proof of Lemma 3.2, we can replace m by ⌊m(1 − ε)⌋ in Equation (4.8) and get
and, therefore
0 , f k )}, l ≥ 3, we can apply Lévy's "Upward" Theorem ( [16] , Thm. 50.3) and end up with P((t 0 , y 0 , f ) ∈ Π | |Π ∩ I {1,...,l} (Z(t))| = 1, Z(t) = z)
Note that Lévy's "Upward" Theorem implies that, with probability one, the righthand side of (4.9) does not depend on the choice of labelling.
Thus, despite the lack of exact convergence rates of Λ(I (m) {1,...,l} (z), the distribution of Π ∩ I {1,...,l} (Z(t)) | |Π ∩ I {1,...,l} (Z(t))| = 1 can be determined exactly.
n , z > 0 such that f is continuously differentiable in a neighbourhood of t i −t 0 for all i ∈ {1, . . . , n} and all
We denote the projection of the set I {i} (z)∩(R×(0, ∞)×{f }) onto its first component in R by D (f ) i = {t ∈ R : (t, y, f ) ∈ I {i} (z) for some y > 0}.
Then, we have
Proof. First, we note that by renumbering it suffices to show the result for i = 1. The idea of this proof is to assess the set D 1,max , respectively. We will show that the difference, which consists of blurred intersections I (m)
, f ∈ I {1} (z + δ) = t ∈ R :
On the other hand, we have
1,δ (2) . That is, by Equation (4.11),
By continuity arguments, a δ ∈ ×
m exists such that
A (z) for some y > 0}. Thus,
denotes the set of first components involved in any blurred intersection and we have T (m) 1 ց T 1 = {t ∈ R : (t, y, f ) ∈ A: {1} A I A (z) for some y > 0} as m → ∞ and T 1 is finite by Assumption (4.1). Therefore, dominated convergence yields
(4.14)
Thus, by Equations (4.12) and (4.13) we get
The last equality follows from Equation (4.14).
Hence, we have
which completes the proof. Now, we can use Theorem 3.1 in order to compute the conditional probabilities 15) where N 0 = {{n A : A ∈ 2 {1,...,n} \ ∅} : A: i∈A n A = 1, i = 1, . . . , n}. As the sets I A (z)) tend to zero for m → ∞ by Lemma 3.1, we get
Considering (4.15), we can restrict ourselves to those scenarios with the slowest rate of convergence to zero. Propositions 4.1, 4.2 and 4.3 yield that scenarios involving intersections of at least three sets are always of a dominating order. Therefore, the unknown terms from Proposition 4.2 are cancelled out.
2 ) a.s. Furthermore, let Z(t 1 ) = Z(t 2 ) = a where t 1 = −b and t 2 = b for constants a, b > 0. Then, we get
By the formulae from Propositions 4.1 and 4.3, we get
Here, there are two scenarios satisfying |Π∩K t1,z1 | = |Π∩K t2,z2 | = 1 and the Equations (4.17)-(4.19) yield
Note that the probability that the observations are generated by two different points of Π increases as a gets smaller. This is due to the fact that Π gets more intense as the second component decreases.
Using the formulae above, the limits of the conditional probabilities can always be calculated explicitly except for those cases where two scenarios exist, both involving different terms which cannot be determined exactly (cf. Proposition 4.2). This may happen only if two sets A 1 = {i 1 , . . . , i r } and
where
In all other cases the terms as in Proposition 4.2 are cancelled out. Note that we work with sets of the type J A (Z(t)) in order to avoid case-by-case analysis for all the sets I B (Z(t)) with B ⊃ A.
Lemma 4.1. Let G consist of functions which are continuously differentiable a.e. Then, for any fixed set {t 1 , . . . , t n } ⊂ R we have
Proof. We proof that condition (4.20) has probability 0 for all fixed index sets A 1 , A 2 ⊂ {1, . . . , n}. By renumbering, we may assume A 1 = {1, . . . , r} and A 2 = {q, . . . , q + s − 1} with q ≤ r. Assume that P(Z(t) satisfies (4.20)) > 0. In a first step we only consider those realisations of Z(t 1 ), . . . , Z(t r ) with J A1 (Z(t 1 ) , . . . , Z(t r )) = ∅. Then, by the calculations in Propositions 4.1, 4.2 and 4.3, we get that
for any ε > 0 and
Similarly, for almost every Z q , . . . , Z q+s−1 such that J A2 (Z(t q ), . . . , Z(t q+s−1 )) = ∅, we have |Π ∩ J A2 (Z(t q ) , . . . , Z(t q+s−1 ))| = 1. As {ω : Z(t) satisfies (4.20)} ⊂ {ω : J A1 (Z(t 1 ) , . . . , Z(t r )) = ∅} ∩ {ω : J A2 (Z(t q ), . . . , Z(t q+s−1 )) = ∅}, we have |Π ∩ J A1 (Z(t 1 ) , . . . , Z(t r ))| = 1 and |Π ∩ J A2 (Z(t q ), . . . , Z(t q+s−1 ))| = 1 for Z(t) satisfying (4.20) almost surely. Therefore, we get P(|Π ∩ K (ti,Z(ti)) | ≥ 2) > 0 for every i ∈ A 1 ∩ A 2 since J A1∪A2 (Z(t)) = ∅. This is a contradiction to Proposition 3.1, which completes the proof.
From the considerations above and Lemma 4.1 we immediately derive the following result.
Theorem 4.1. Let G consist of functions which are continuously differentiable a.e. Then, with probability one,
can be calculated explicitly via the formulae given in Propositions 4.1, 4.2, 4.3 and Remark 4.2.
Remark 4.3. We may also consider the case that G is countable. However, to transfer the results of the finite case, we have to ensure uniform convergence of the blurred intersection sets which is needed to compute nA: A:i∈A nA=1 P(E (m) {nA} (z)) in the denominator of Equation (4.15) . To this end, we have to impose some additional conditions. For example, we could assume that for almost every z > 0 there is only a finite number of shape functions involved in the intersection sets I A (z), |A| ≥ 2.
We are still left with simulating Π 2 | Z(t) = z given the occurence of a scenario E {nA} (z) with A: i∈A n A = 1 for all i ∈ {1, . . . , n}, that is, we are interested in
.
Thus, each random vector (T
The distribution of (T A , F A ) depends on the cardinal number of A. If A = {i} for some i ∈ {1, . . . , n}, we have
For |A| ≥ 2, let I A (z) = {(t
Thus, we end up with the following procedure for calculating the conditional distribution of Z(t 0 ) given Z(t) with t 0 , t 1 , . . . , t n ∈ R, z > 0.
1. Compute the conditional probabilities (4.15) for all the scenarios E {nA} (z) and generate a random scenario following this distribution.
For a given scenario
where the law of (T A , F A ) is given above.
Independently, sample from Π
In the next section, we will point out the capability of this exact approach by comparing it to other algorithms in the simple case of a deterministic shape function which is continuously differentiable.
Comparison with the algorithm for the max-linear model and transformation to Gaussian marginals
Recently, Wang and Stoev [22] proposed an algorithm for exact and efficient conditional sampling for max-linear models
where Y j , j = 1, . . . , p, are independent standard Fréchet random variables.
Rewriting Z from (1.1) as an extremal integral (see [20] )
where M 1 is a random sup-measure on R w.r.t. the Lebesgue measure, we can see that Z can be approximated arbitrarily well by a max-linear model, e.g. by
We also consider another approach based on the assumption of a multi-gaussian model (cf. [2] , p. 381). The data are transformed such that the marginal distribution is Gaussian. As the marginals of Z are known to be standard Fréchet, the corresponding transformation is given by
where Φ is the standard normal distribution function and Φ 1 = exp(−1/x) is the standard Fréchet distribution function. The transformed random field Y = Ψ(Z) is stationary and second-order. As the covariance function C of Y can hardly be computed for general shape functions f 1 , . . . , f k , we estimate it using maximum likelihood techniques, for instance, from a large parametric class like the Whittle-Matérn class, i.e.
assuming that Y is a Gaussian random field. Under this assumption, the conditional distribution can be sampled easily (see [14] , for instance). Afterwards, the sample has to be retransformed via
To compare these different methods, we need a measure for the goodness-of-fit of a distribution. Here, we use the continuous ranked probabilty score (CRPS) which is defined as [10] CRP S(
where F 1 is a cumulative distribution function and x ∈ R. Note that CRP S(F 1 , F 2 ) := CRP S(F 1 , x)F 2 (dx) is a strictly proper scoring rule, i.e.
CRP S(F
for all cumulative distribution functions F 1 , F 2 . If F 1 and F 2 both belong to measures with finite first moment, equality holds if and only if F 1 = F 2 . Assuming that F 1 has a finite first moment, the CRPS can be calculated via
In order to compare different algorithms for getting a realisation from the conditional distribution Z(t 0 ) | Z(t), we consider K samples Z 1 , . . . , Z K of the random field Z. For each method m, we get an empirical distribution function F (m) i as the (approximated) conditional distribution of log(Z i (t 0 )) | Z i (t), i = 1, . . . , K, and calculate CRP S(F (m) i , log(Z i (t 0 ))) via (5.1). Here, we do the log-transformation to Gumbel marginals to ensure that the conditional distribution has finite expectation.
Then, a measure for the goodness-of-fit is given by the mean score [10] 
Conditional Gaussian extreme value process
Furthermore, we have a look at the mean absolute error of the logarithmic conditional median
Here, for computational reasons, we choose the Gaussian extreme value process [19] which has the deterministic shape function
Furthermore, let n = 4, t = (−2, −1, 1, 2) and t 0 = 0. Figure 3 shows two realisations of Z(·), the first one is sampled unconditionally and the second one is based on conditional sampling of the first one.
The conditional distribution is calculated based on a sample of size 100 simulated in R [11] . The performance is measured via CRP S K,1 / M AE K,1 (conditional sampling via the Poisson point process), CRP S K,2 / M AE K,2 (conditional sampling for a maxlinear model with M = 5 and h = 0.1 using the R package maxLinear [21] ) and CRP S K,3 / M AE K,3 (conditional sampling via transformation to Gaussian marginals) with K = 1000 samples. As already mentioned, the latter approach requires the knowledge of the covariance structure of the transformed random field. This is assessed by first simulating data from this model on a dense grid repeatedly and then estimating the parameters of a Whittle-Matérn covariance model based on maximum likelihood techniques implemented in the R package RandomFields [18] . The parameters are chosen such that of the first and second method have a similar running time, the last method runs much faster.
The results of the simulation study are shown in Table 1 . Here, CRP S K,1 and M AE K,1 can be interpreted as reference values as the first method is exact. We For further analysis and comparison of these methods we do not restrict ourselves to pointwise prediction, but have a look at the sample paths. Additionally, pointwise quantile estimation of the conditional distribution can be done including the special case of the conditional median which can be seen as an analogon to Kriging. In case of conditional sampling via the Poisson point process and conditional sampling of a max-linear model the quantiles have to be estimated from the empirical conditional distribution. For sampling via Gaussian transformation the quantiles can be calculated directly by the means of Kriging result and variance. In general, conditional simulation via the Poisson point process yields sample paths which capture the main features of the process quite well. Even in the case of four observations parts of the sample path are reconstructed exactly with a positive probability. For eleven observations most of the sample path is restored with high probability.
The results of conditional sampling of the max-linear model are similar to the first method in case of four observations. For eleven observations, however, the method fails because of model misspecification. As the data to not match the discretized model, some observations cannot be reconstructed. For some realisations of the Gaussian extreme value process this problem even occurs in case of four observations. This is the main reason for the bad results of this method in the simulation study above.
Gaussian transformation yields conditional sample paths which are structurally very different from the true ones. However, for eleven observations the deviations from the original sample path are quite small.
Approximation in the case of an infinite number of shape functions
Here, we drop the assumption that G is finite. Note that the measurability of Π 2 and Π 3 is still an open question if G is uncountable. We present an approximation of the distribution of Z(t 0 ) given Z(t) based on a finite number of shape functions.
Let F 1 , F 2 , . . . be independent copies of F where F is defined as in Section 1. Then, given F 1 , . . . , F N , we define 
Theorem 6.1. For any z > 0 it holds
Proof. We note that it suffices to show
for z > 0 and sets
First, we consider the distributions of Z and Z N , respectively. It holds that P(Z(t) ≤ z) = exp(− E H), where
We define H 1 , . . . , H N replacing F by F 1 , . . . , F N , respectively. Then, we have
As the sets M 1 , . . . , M l are pairwise disjoint, the common distribution of Π and Z(t) can be rewritten as
Thus, we get
Analogously, we can define H (j) k replacing F by F k in the definition of H (j) for j = 1, . . . , l, k = 1, . . . , N . This yields
, the Strong Law of Large Numbers gives
Thus, dominated convergence yields (6.2) and P(Z N (t) ≤ z) −→ P(Z(t) ≤ z), which verifies the first assertion.
The second assertion follows immediately by rewriting
If G is countable, we have
where we used the first part of Theorem 6.1 and applied the second part of Theorem 3.2 to the processes Z and Z N . This motivates to improve the approximation Π ≈ Π
∪ Π 3 , i.e. by the following procedure: z) ) analogously to the second part of Theorem 3.2.
Independently of Π
Then, Z(t 0 ) ≈ max (s,u,f )∈Π2∪Π3 uf (t 0 − s).
Application to the Brown-Resnick process
We will apply the method of conditional sampling via the Poisson point process to the Brown-Resnick process [1] .
Let {W x (t), t ∈ R}, x ∈ (0, ∞), be independent copies of a standard Brownian motion and -independently of the W x 's -letΠ be a Poisson point process on (0, ∞) with intensity measure u −2 du. Then,
defines a stationary max-stable process with standard Fréchet margins. Recently, this process was generalized [12] and its mixed moving maxima representation (1.1) was given explicitly [9] . This is,
where Π is a Poisson point process on R × (0, ∞) × C(R) with intensity measure ds u −2 du P R (df ) and P R is the law of the process
Here, {R 1 (t), t ≥ 0}, {R 2 (t), t > 0} are independent Bessel processes of a threedimensional Brownian motion with drift 1 2 in its first component (cf. [15] ), i.e.
where W 1 , W 2 and W 3 are independent standard Brownian motions. We will use the results obtained in the section above to sample from the conditional distribution of the Brown-Resnick process. However, the sample paths of exp(−R(·)) do not satisfy the assumptions of Propositions 4.1, 4.2 and 4.3. In particular, the sample paths are not continuously differentiable almost everywhere. To overcome this drawback, we do not use the exact sample paths F (·) = exp(−R(·)), but the sample paths evaluated on a grid and interpolated linearly in between.
We show that this procedure is correct in the limit. Let T = {t z , z ∈ Z} ⊂ R with . . . < t −2 < t −1 < t 0 < t 1 < t 2 < . . . such that lim z→−∞ t z = −∞, lim z→∞ t z = ∞ and ||T || = sup z∈Z (t z − t z−1 ). Let {(t, F T (t)), t ∈ R} be the polygonal line through the points {(t, F (t)), t ∈ T }. Furthermore, define Z T (t) as in (7.1), replacing F by F T . Proposition 7.1. For ||T || → 0 we have Z T (t) → Z(t) in probability for all t ∈ R. In particular,
for all Borel sets B ⊂ R n with P(Z(t) ∈ B) > 0 and P(Z(t) ∈ ∂B) = 0. 
R(z + t) .
We show that the rhs is L 1 -integrable. To this end, we assess 
where W is a standard Brownian motion. By [13] there exists some ε > 0 such that exp − k 8 < ∞.
As we have an integrable majorizing random variable, dominated convergence yields we get that all finite-dimensional marginal distributions of Z T converge in probability and therefore also weakly. Thus, for Borel sets A ⊂ R, B ⊂ R n with P(Z(t) ∈ B) > 0 and P(Z(t 0 ) ∈ ∂A) = P(Z(t) ∈ ∂B) = 0, we get lim ||T ||ց0 P(Z T (t 0 ) ∈ A | Z T (t) ∈ B) = P(Z(t 0 ) ∈ A | Z(t) ∈ B) which completes the proof.
Still, for any fixed T , the range of Then, we get the results presented in Table 2 . Note that the results are qprecise as K is small. However, for different runs we always got a similar behaviour. All the methods have almost the same accuracy, at least if ε = 10 −6 . However, the last method runs much faster than the others. Furthermore, we notice the difference between CRP S K,1a and CRP S K,1b indicating that considering approximate intersections of at least three curves yields worse results. This is because these intersections involve incorrect shape functions. Furthermore, they lead to degenerated conditional distributions which are not supposed to occur in the case of the Brown-Resnick process. Thus, in this case the approximation of the mixed moving maxima process seems to be appropriate only if we do not consider intersections of three or more curves.
The discretized case
By now, we have considered the general model (1.1). The procedure we proposed is exact in the case of a finite number of shape functions which are sufficiently smooth. However, as the example of the Brown-Resnick process in Section 7 illustrates, we may run into problems if these assumptions are violated. Now, we modify our general model (1.1) and use a discretized version Z(t) = max where P F is a probability measure belonging to a G-valued random variable F with E( z∈Z d F (pz)) = 1.
Using the same notations as before, we get the same results as in Section 3. However, all the calculations can be done explicitly without any further assumptions on f ∈ G. We get the following results. 
